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wait for the file to download.It won't start the installation yet.Download it. Last night the Democratic National Committee
endorsed former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton to be the party’s nominee for president. Clinton “defeated rival Sen. Bernie

Sanders,” the Associated Press reports, “in the three-hour roll call, garnering at least 2.4 million primary votes.” The party’s
decision to endorse her makes sense—at least, it makes sense if one has the strongest political convictions and most committed
supporters. But there is another way to look at it. Democrats are now afraid of Hillary Clinton. Clinton isn’t really that scary.

The longer she lives, the less scary she becomes. Perhaps a fair amount of her bad image comes from the fact that her opponent
is a real human being—a man with real political beliefs, who believes in, and is willing to put into practice, ideas. Clinton has

never really had to question or challenge her convictions. In the 2008 Democratic primaries, many supporters of Barack Obama
began to feel they didn’t have a choice but to accept him because it was all or nothing. But when Clinton criticized his views on

wiretapping, and tried to establish a firewall between the new administration and the war in Iraq, many of her supporters
couldn’t believe that they were her main adversary. This week in Atlantic Monthly, Molly Ball writes that the media, especially

the New York Times, has feared Clinton because “underneath the candidate’s easy confidence and the supporters’ certainty,
Democrats are uncertain about Hillary Clinton.” CNN argues in a post titled “We fear Hillary” that the “Clinton camp is more
comfortable than most during campaign season.... But this is not a campaign that Clintoners are used to.” Many of them regard

her impending nomination as “a historic juncture” in which her “religious and moral, much less economic and geopolitical,
beliefs are about to be put to the test. f678ea9f9e
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